September in Paris + Maison et Objet = Priceless!
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What could be more perfect than Paris in September! Design Guides Susan Schultz and Deb
Barrett are going back to Paris and will be taking an exclusive group of design aficionados August 31September 8, 2010 for Maison et Objet. The group is limited to 12 people to keep the low-key, non-tour
approach. The group will take advantage of a few extra days in Paris to get the most out of the shows as
well as have enough time to really enjoy Paris. It’s a once in a lifetime chance to attend the ultimate
design show!
“We are frequently asked by designers if we have ever considered taking other with them when
we travel to design shows. In response to those requests, we took our first group in January of this year,
says Barrett. “After rave reviews from the group we decided to do another version for the September
edition of Maison et Objet.” Schultz added, “This is very much a self guided tour. We’ll get you where
you want to go and will walk the aisles with you and share experiences over cocktails each night, but you
make the decision when and where and what you want to do. No cattle calls on buses, mandatory
dinners, just a fabulous time with a group of women that shares the same passion- design”. They have
built an itinerary that will give the group a full experience. Tour highlights include:
 Hotel d’ Aubusson; a four-star, double-occupancy in the heart of St. Germain
 Admission to Maison & Objet and Le Club
 Welcome reception at M&O from show management and exclusive M&O trend
presentation
 As-you-wish meet-ups for cocktails or dinner to review the day, compare notes,
share stories, etc.
 Cruise on the river Seine
 Free entrance to the Louvre or Orsay
To make the most of the Parisian design adventure, Deb and Susan will host a pre-travel
webinar to preview locations M&O planning, travel details, their Paris faves and more. Topping it off,
they have added private design destinations to some of the best and most exclusive ateliers and
showrooms in Paris.
Here’s What Designers are Saying about the Trip
Susan and Deb have opened a window to the industry that I have only been peeking through. Sue Sifikis
It was a fantastic trip to Paris. The Hotel D’ Aubusson was beautiful It was perfect to see Paris with other
designers and such a nice group. The show was tremendous and a bit overwhelming. I came on this trip
to find a new vision for my business and learned so much more. Karyn Caldwell
I am still dreaming about it. It was the greatest!

Octive Healey

For more information and details about the trip contact Deb Barrett at deb@debbarrett.com or visit
www.debbarrett.com
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